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Synopsis
After observing the strains of intense partisanship and divided government, many Americans are wondering what logic, if any, can be found in politics. The new Sixth Edition of The Logic of American Politics reaffirms this best-seller’s place as the most accessible "smart" book on the market. Consistently praised for its engaging narrative, the book hooks students with great storytelling while arming them with a "toolkit" of institutional design concepts-command, veto, agenda control, voting rules, delegation.
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Customer Reviews
Though of course required reading, it was surprisingly breezy--even as it managed to hit a lot of topics. The authors were very good at consolidating big systems and procedures into formats that our Y generation is used to digesting (e.g., infographics). If a prof. is reading this for feedback, I’d say definitely keep it on the list.

If you’re going to digitize a book and give it a GARBAGE chapter menu and no real page number reference, you get a single star anyou buying kindle books online and the same lazy chapter and page referencing is in place I suggest you do the same.

The book goes into great depth on each topic, but the reading can be incredibly boring. There is a
good way to teach Government and a bad way to teach Government and the latter description would unfortunately better fit this book. It's not horrible, but it's really hard to hold any interest while reading its not well paced chapters.

I bought this book for my political science class. The quality was very good and it sure beat the price my schools book store was selling it for. The book came on time.

It was in good conditions. It worked out pretty good to complete my course!

Really awesome textbook loaded with relevant and interesting information.

Fast Delivery, Exactly as Described.

Very good even if it was used
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